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Chemistry – the science that studies structure, composition, and properties of matter. If you really give your heart to Chemistry, you might find it to be truly magical. The NCERT Class 11 Chemistry book keeps up with this magic by giving you a detailed and interesting perspective of the various topics of Chemistry.
However, tackling the syllabus will not be a cakewalk. While the NCERT books may appear interesting, you will need a proper plan to tackle the huge syllabus. With Aakash Digital, you can learn at home with LIVE ONLINE CLASSES – ATTEND FREE LIVE ONLINE CLASS by experienced Aakash Faculty. Class 11
Chemistry NCERT Book PDF Download Download Pdf The best way to go about it is to check out the summaries of the chapters of Chemistry and formulate an effective strategy on how you will complete the syllabus this year. Here are the summaries of the chapters of the NCERT Class 11 Chemistry book to help you
with your plan: Chapter 1: Some Basic Concepts of Chemistry The first chapter in the NCERT Class 11 Chemistry book takes students on a journey to make them understand the roles that Chemistry plays in different spheres of our life. It makes students revise, in detail, Dalton’s atomic theory, what atoms and molecules
are, the mole concept, molecular masses, molecular formula, empirical formula, etc. You might also have to solve problems using stoichiometry. Chapter 2: Structure of Atom Chapter 2 will dive into the history of the discovery of Proton, Electron and Neutron as well as talk about atomic number, isobars, isotopes, etc. It
will go into details of Thomson’s model, Rutherford’s model, Bohr’s model and their different limitations. This chapter will also introduce concepts of shells, subshells, the dual nature of matter and light, Heisenberg uncertainty principle, Hund’s rule, etc. Chapter 3: Classification of Elements and Periodicity in Properties
This chapter will teach you the importance of classification and give you an insight into the development of the periodic table and how the modern periodic table in the present form came about. The nomenclature of elements along with the periodic trends in the properties of elements like ionic radii, electron gain enthalpy,
atomic radii, etc.are tackled in this chapter too. Chapter 4: Chemical Bonding and Molecular Structure In this chapter, you will come across the concept of valence electrons, covalent and ionic bonds, and will also get introduced to bond parameters, Lewis structure, valence bond theory, etc. This chapter will also engage
you with the qualitative idea of the VSEPR theory, the hybridization concept, shapes of simple molecules and many other concepts. Chapter 5: States of Matter – Gases and Liquids Chapter 5 of the NCERT Class 11 Chemistry book will dive into the basic concept of the three states of matter, intermolecular interactions
and bonding type. You will also come across different laws like Boyle’s Law, Charles Law, Gay Lussac’s Law, etc., to help you understand the concept of the molecule. Chapter 6: Chemical Thermodynamics In Chapter 6, you will be introduced to the concepts of system and the different types of system. In this chapter,
you will understand the application of the laws of thermodynamics and learn about other laws like Hess’ Law of constant heat summation, Gibb’s energy change for spontaneous and non-spontaneous processes, criteria for equilibrium, and many more. Chapter 7: Equilibrium What is equilibrium in physical and chemical
processes? Chapter 7 will delve into the details of the dynamic nature of equilibrium and give you some insights into the equilibrium constant, the law of mass action and the factors affecting equilibrium as per Le Chatelier’s principle. You will also learn about the concept of pH, Henderson Equation, buffer solution,
hydrolysis of salts, and other concepts with suitable examples. Chapter 8: Redox Reaction Chapter 8 enters into the world of oxidation and reduction. You will understand, in detail, what are redox reactions and how to balance them. It will also discuss redox reactions in terms of gain and loss of electrons. Chapter 9:
Hydrogen The position of hydrogen in the periodic table has an important significance. In this chapter, you will learn about hydrogen, its isotopes, the uses of hydrogen and its properties. You will also learn about hydrogen as a fuel, about hydrides and different reactions using hydrogen peroxide. Chapter 10: s-Block
Elements (Alkali and Alkaline Earth Metals) This chapter describes the anomalous behaviour of the first element of each group as well as the trends in the variations of their properties like atomic and ionic radii, ionization enthalpy, etc. It will also talk about the trends in chemical reactivity of water, halogens, oxygen, etc.
Chapter 11: Some p-Block Elements In this chapter, students will learn about the Group 13 elements, their electronic configurations, the variation of their properties, and oxidation states. The chemical and physical properties of Boron and its important compounds like Boric acid, Borax, etc. will be discussed too. The
chapter will also explain Group 14 elements with details on allotropic forms, carbon-catenations, etc. Chapter 12: Organic Chemistry – Some Basic Principles and Technique Chapter 12 introduces organic chemistry and the methods of purification as well as the qualitative and quantitative analysis used on substances. It
explains the classification and IUPAC nomenclature of organic compounds as well as electronic displacements in a covalent bond. The chapter will also talk about homolytic and heterolytic fission of a covalent bond: free radicals, carbocations, carbanions, etc. Chapter 13: Hydrocarbons This chapter will help students
learn about the classification of Hydrocarbons in detail. Plus, it talks about Aliphatic Hydrocarbons – Alkanes, Alkenes and Alkynes, their IUPAC names, nomenclature, physical properties, and chemical reactions. Chapter 14: Environmental Chemistry How is pollution reacting with our environment and making it toxic?
Chapter 14 talks about pollution, the causes of smog and other atmospheric pollutants. It makes the student aware of the effects of ozone depletion, greenhouse effect, global warming and industrial wastes. The chapter also discusses different strategies that can be used to control environmental pollution. However
interesting Chemistry might be, it’s always better to plan it out so that you don’t get too stressed. You can also download NCERT Chemistry Class 11 book to go through the soft copy of it and make instant notes. Pradeep’s New Course Chemistry (Class-11) (Set of 2 Volumes) is an important book to have for all class 11
students who want to get a thorough understanding of the subject. It is a comprehensive textbook that gives a good insight into the workings of general principles of chemistry. The two volumes are exhaustive and include all that is necessary for any senior class science student to read and for anyone who is preparing for
competitive examinations like AIEEE, IIT, etc. It begins by going over topics like the state of the elements, solid-state, biomolecules, polymers, alcohols, phenols, and others, etc.Pradeep’s New Course Chemistry for Class 11 will be an ideal choice for students who are keen on learning Chemistry from the best. Published
by Pardeep Publication, it comes in a set of two volumes in a paperback form. It closely follows the syllabus that has been prescribed by many boards, including the CBSE. Free Download Pradeep’s New Course Chemistry Class 11.As per the Board Examination requirements of the CBSE and NCERT, Pradeep’s New
Course Chemistry (Class-11) (Set of 2 Volumes) has kept in mind all the necessary areas to be covered according to the syllabus prescribed and comes with a set of questions for every topic. It not only discusses the core areas of chemistry but also discusses its day to day existence in our daily lives. Free Download
Pradeep’s New Course Chemistry Class 11.Pradeep’s New Course Chemistry (Class-11) (Set of 2 Volumes) comes with a set of Model Test papers which will aid and guide through any topic that has been discussed in the book. The authors S C Kheterpal, S N Dhawan and P N Kapil, have also given the answer keys to
the model test papers and have kept in mind the important areas that require more attention than the others.Pradeep’s New Course Chemistry BookS. N. Dhawan, S. C. Kheterpal, and P. N. Kapil’s New Course Chemistry with Value Based Questions, published by Pradeep Publications, is a comprehensive set of two
books for Class 11 students. Volume I and Volume II have various concepts in Chemistry explained in simple and lucid language for better comprehension. Pradeep’s New Course Chemistry conforms to the latest syllabus and exam pattern.BOOK NAME – PRADEEP’S NEW COURSE CHEMISTRYAUTHOR – S N
DHAWAN, S C KHETERPAL, AND P N KAPILSIZE – 184MBPAGES – 1366Pradeep’s New Course Chemistry (Class-11) (Set of 2 Volumes) covers all the necessary areas to equip a candidate with the knowledge to appear not only for the 11 board examinations but also other competitive examinations. Pradeep’s New
Course Chemistry (Class-11) (Set of 2 Volumes) is published by Pradeep Publications and is available in paperback format.Table Of ContentsSome Basic Concepts in ChemistryStates Of MatterAtomic StructureClassification of Elements and Periodicity in PropertiesFirst Law of Thermodynamics and Chemical
EnergeticsChemical Bonding and Molecular StructureEquilibrium-1 (Equilibrium Processes and Phase Equilibria)Equilibrium-2 (Ionic Equilibrium in Solutions)Redox ReactionsPrinciples and Processes of Extraction of ElementsHydrogenS-Block ElementsSome P-Block ElementsOrganic Chemistry – Some Basic
PrinciplesHydrocarbonsPurification and Characterisation of Carbon CompoundsOrganic Compounds With Functional Groups Containing Halogens (Haloalkanes and Haloarenes)Environmental ChemistrySalient Features:13,000 Plus Questions judiciously framed & selected covering each and every aspect of the
subject.An authentic and Correct Answer makes the book almost error-free.Explanation to each and every answer makes the book self-sufficient.Recap consists of an exhaustive list of results and formulae apart from the relevant theoretical discussion.Numerous Typical Examples for a better understanding of the subject
matter.Do You Know to highlight very important points?Competition Window containing additional information which helps in solving the problems in a short time through short cuts and tricks.Sample Multiple Choice Questions for the perfect practice of solving the questions.Review Questions consist of exclusive and self
framed questions.Questions from Competitions contain last 10 year questions of llT Screening, AIEEE and various other engineering entrance examinations up to 2004.1000 Plus Brain Storming questions in every unit for knowledge test of the highest level.Multiple Choice Questions with more than one correct
alternatives.Detailed theoretical discussion on the topics Numerical Methods, Computing, NumberTheory, Group Theory, Partial Fractions, Hyperbolic Functions, and Partial Differentiation.17 Assignments each given after every unit for testing the grasp on a particular group.6 Cumulative Assignments each given after
‘every three units for continuous revision of previous groups along with the preparation of additional units,4 Model Test Papers based on a new style and expected questions for forthcoming competitive examinations.Basic topics of Chemistry are covered with examples and enough material to study and appear for
competitive examinations.Model Test Papers and their Answer Keys are also includedSOURCE:- GOOGLE DRIVEDISCLAIMER: jigssolanki.In does no longer owns this book neither created nor scanned. We simply offer the hyperlink already to be had on the internet. If any manner it violates the law or has any troubles,
then kindly mail us: jigssolanki1995@gmail.Com or Contact Us for this(hyperlink removal). We don’t aid piracy; this duplicate grows to supply for university youngsters who’re financially harmful but deserve greater to examine. Thank you. Download Your BookREAD MOREPHYSICS:- A REFERENCE BOOK FOR CLASS
11 VOLUME 1TEXTBOOK OF PHYSICS:-SIMPLIFIED VOLUME-2 FOR 12TH STANDARDPRADEEP’S FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS EBOOKPRADEEP’S PHYSICS CLASS 12 PART 2Important Chemistry MCQs for NEET
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